
 

Data & Customer Journey 
Solutions to DRIVE Growth

Did you know that owners of older cars are 2x as likely to spend more than $1,000 each year on their 
vehicle? The average age of cars on the road is now 11.6 years as consumers hang on to their cars longer 
and purchase vehicles that are already more than 10 years old. This rising demand for aftermarket parts and 
services has spurred new growth and revenue opportunities for the aftermarket industry.

V12 Data provides a full suite of aftermarket data and technology solutions to drive growth and deliver 
tangible ROI. We help you acquire, grow and retain customers with comprehensive data assets to deliver a 
full omnichannel view.

How V12 Data Drives Growth

1. Target Consumers Based on Their
       VIN Ownership  
Drive growth by targeting consumers 
based on their VIN ownership
        180+MM VINS tied to owners
       80+MM householdsDetailed Make
       Model/Year available on each VIN  
       plus details on engine size, trim, etc.
       Zero marketing restrictions

AUTOMOTIVE AFTERMARKET
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Aftermarket Research 
      The global automotive aftermarket industry is expected to reach $722.8 billion by 2020
       The average age of the U.S. vehicle fleet has increased 17% in the last ten years
       The average length of vehicle ownership for new and used vehicles has increased 60% in the last 
       ten years

This rising demand for aftermarket parts and services has spurred new growth and revenue opportunities 
for the aftermarket industry.

2. Know Who is in Your Competitor’s Store
Drive growth by using location to understand buying behaviors
         Addressable person-level insight on who is shopping for service
        Understand potential defection or conquest from your competitors
        650k aftermarket signals per month
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To take your customer acquisition to the next level, 
email info@v12data.com or call (833) 812-4636.

AUTOMOTIVE AFTERMARKET

Hundreds of auto retailers and repair 
shops nationwide generate an average 

monthly response rate of 12% using 
new mover marketing programs.

New movers are 90% more likely than 
established residents to purchase a car 

within the first year of their move. 

3.   Turn Your Lapsed Customers and Prospects 
into Profit 
Drive growth by turning your lapsed customers 
and prospects into profit
        Proven CRM reactivation process delivers
        7:1 ROI

4. Purchase Triggers
Drive growth by identifying purchase triggers

www.v12data.com // (833) 812-4636 // info@v12data.com

HOW V12 DATA DRIVES GROWTH

V12 CDP
Integrate 1st and
3rd party data for
seamless insight
and marketing
activation

TURN YOUR LAPSED CUSTOMERS 
AND PROSPECTS INTO PROFIT

PURCHASE TRIGGERS

TARGET CONSUMERS BASED ON 
THEIR VIN OWNERSHIP

LOCATION TARGETING TO REAL 
PEOPLE VS. DEVICES

Proven CRM reactivation
process delivers 7:1 ROI

Addressable person-level insight
on who is shopping for service
Understand potential defection
or conquest from your competitors
650K aftermarket signals per month

Trigger data such as moves,
new children, or economic changes

180+ MM VINS tied to owners
80+ MM households
Detailed Make/Model/Year
available on each VIN plus
details on engine size, trim, etc.
Zero marketing restrictions

Customer Database Platform (CDP)

Integrate 1st and 3rd party data for 
seamless insight and marketing activation 
in the V12 CDP.
 
Plus create omnichannel customer 
journeys across channels.




